New PQ Media Research: US & Global Consumer Media Content & Tech Spend Grows 7% to $1.5T in 2015, Fueled by Digital Tech Surge, Rising Middle Class in Emerging Markets

US and global consumer spending on media content and technology grew at a decelerated 6.8% in 2015, as spending on legacy internet media - including PCs, broadband, and pure-play online content - slowed markedly due to the global shift to mobile media, content, access & smart tech, according to new PQ Media research.

Stamford, CT (PRWEB) March 10, 2016 -- US and global consumer spending on media content and technology rose 6.8% in 2015, decelerating from 7.8% growth in 2014, as spending on legacy internet media, including PCs, broadband and pure-play online content, slowed markedly due to the worldwide shift to mobile media, content, access and smart tech, according to new research from PQ Media. Key growth drivers included major upgrades to tech and telecom systems in leading markets, and lower price points for digimedia access and devices – a combination of trends expected to spur a slight growth acceleration this year, according to the new Global Consumer Spending on Media Content & Technology Forecast 2015-19, the third and final installment in PQ Media’s annual Global Media Intellicast Series.

PQ Media analysts found that while digital and traditional media technology accounted for nearly two-thirds of consumer spending on media content, access and tech, content spend is growing faster as more traditional media is repurposed for digimedia devices. And this trend is likely to remain a key driver of consumer spend through 2019. Global consumer media & tech expenditures will track closely with aggregate worldwide GDP growth during the 2015-19 period, fueled by surging demand for mobile and online streaming content services, such as Netflix.

Despite a continued slow economic recovery in key developed markets and the nebulous, if not precarious, outlook in emerging markets, such as Brazil and China, PQ Media data indicate media content remains hit-driven despite economic cycles. For example, the popularity of the Harry Potter series of books and films during the 2008-09 recession and the more recent blockbuster addition to the Stars Wars trilogy, which is breaking US and global box-office records.

“Almost one-third of the world’s population, primarily in emerging markets have no access to digital media, rich content or smart technology, due to socio-economic and geographic limitations. Governments in several key markets, however, have passed major tech and telecom initiatives in recent years to remedy these drawbacks and bring digimedia access to rural areas,” said PQ Media CEO Patrick Quinn. In addition, growing verticals, such as manufacturing and outsourcing, are supporting the growth of a new middle class in developing nations, where young urbanites are expanding their use of various digital media.”

Nevertheless, growth of consumer spend on legacy digital media is expected to decelerate during the 2015-19 period, while traditional media growth will stabilize after multiple consecutive years of decline, according to PQ Media. Meanwhile, mobile device penetration in developed markets is nearing saturation, as most consumers have shifted from feature to smartphones, resulting in decelerating smartphone growth.

Broadband spend growth is becoming more dependent on inflation-adjusted price increases, rather than new subscriber growth. Older, more loyal audiences now account for the lion’s share of print and broadcast media...
usage worldwide, fueling gains in newspaper and magazine subscriptions. Growing competition in new media markets is also a key factor in consumer media & tech growth. For example, Netflix expanded its popular streaming video service into more than 100 markets worldwide by 1Q16, while Pay TV operators, like HBO, countered with expanded over-the-top video services.

Global consumer media spend will post a CAGR of 7.0% in the 2015-19 period, reaching $2.01 trillion in 2019, nearly double the 2009 level. US market is projected to expand at a 5.3% CAGR in the forecast period, according to Global Consumer Spending on Media Content & Technology Forecast 2015-19.

Other highlights from the Forecast include:

--US remained the world’s largest overall consumer media content & tech market at $369.91 billion in 2014, and led in per-capita user spend with $1,160, although it ranked eighth in annual growth with 5.8%;

--Digital media spending grew 12% to $863.2 billion, while traditional media spend inched up 2% to $571.5 billion in 2014;

--Average global consumer spend was $265.26 on media content & tech in 2014, with 60% dropped on digital media;

About the Forecast:

PQ Media’s Global Consumer Spending on Media Content & Technology Forecast 2015-19 delivers exclusive data, analytics and forecasts by global region, market, sector, segment, silo and category. US and Global rankings, as well as other actionable intelligence is designed to help media stakeholders make smarter, faster business decisions by benchmark KPI’s across the 4 major global regions; Top 15 Global Markets; 2 broad media spend sectors (consumer content and consumer technology); 5 overall media spend segments (content unit purchases, content subscriptions, access, devices, and software & services); 28 digital media and 14 traditional media categories; and 11 hybrid media silos (digital & traditional media).


About PQ Media:

PQ Media is a leading provider of actionable competitive intelligence and strategic guidance to management teams of the world’s top media, entertainment and technology organizations. PQ analysts track, analyze and forecast the size and growth of more than 100 digital & traditional media channels, focusing on 3 industry KPI’s: operating company revenues, consumer media usage, and consumer media content & technology spending.
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